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We report structures of X13 clusters for 26 metal elements found by global optimization of the energy
calculated by density functional theory. The icosahedron is unstable in 19 of those cases. There are at least 11
truly distinct structures among the 26 global minima. Differences in geometries between elements are under-
stood as resulting from competing structural principles. Periodic trends in structure relate to atomic properties.
Cagelike features correlate with hardness, �IE−EA� /2, and the number of 90° bond angles correlates with p-
and d-type orbital participations in localized bonds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metal clusters Xn have properties that are different from
those of the bulk and often vary nonmonotonically with n.1,2

This makes clusters interesting, but also vexing, because
these variations are hard to understand when one does not
know the geometric structure. Experimentally, cluster con-
centrations are very low and ion based techniques are nor-
mally used. This is suitable for studying electronic properties
but often gives only indirect information about geometric
structure. Making inferences about the structure of metal
clusters based on a good agreement between experimental
and calculated electronic properties and fragmentation ener-
gies can be dangerous. If the jellium is a good model for that
metal, those electronic properties depend only weakly on
nuclear positions and many different cluster geometries can
give equally good agreement with experiment.3 There are
few instances where cluster structures have been established
with a good degree of confidence; some examples can be
found in recent articles.4,5 More often, properties are ratio-
nalized on the basis of hypothetical structures obtained with
simple models. Two such models have been used for many
years and have special importance: electronic shells �ESs�
and atomic shells �ASs�.2

The ES model, often associated with the ellipsoidal jel-
lium model �EJM�, is based on the idea that the electronic
wave function symmetry dictates the position of nuclei, at
least in an average sense. The EJM accounts for size-
dependent variations in stability and ionization potentials for
clusters of alkali and few other metals, but makes only vague
predictions about structure. It predicts shape as a function of
number of delocalized electrons, in particular, “strongly pro-
late” for 13 and 26 electrons, and “weakly oblate” for 39
electrons.6

The idea that surface energy should be minimized, or
equivalently, that the number of nearest-neighbor �NN� pairs
should be maximized, leads to AS models. Pair potentials,
and the embedded atom method and related models, almost
invariably maximize the number of NN pairs irrespective of
the element or details in parametrization.7 This leads to poly-
tetrahedral global minima �GM� and shell closing occuring at
n=13 with the icosahedron �ICO�. The 13-atom ICO struc-
ture is seen experimentally in rare gas clusters, apparently in

some metal clusters, and within the amorphous bulk phase of
some elements and alloys.8

First-principles methods such as density functional theory
�DFT� make no a priori assumptions and can in principle
make correct structure predictions that would test the validity
of ES, AS, and other structural principles. However, finding
the GM is hard because there are many local energy minima,
likely more than a thousand for X13. So, aside from errors
inherent to various implementations of DFT, finding the GM
is hard. However, highly efficient search algorithms have
been developed recently, for example, taboo search in de-
scriptor space �TSDS�,3,9 which can be combined with DFT
for GM prediction. The 13-atom clusters are especially inter-
esting because ICO X13 has 42 NN pairs compared to 38 or
fewer for other geometries, and is predicted to be very stable
�“magic”� compared to other structures and sizes in the AS
model. Chang and Chou proposed a biplanar fcc fragment
structure for X13 and showed, by DFT, that it is more stable
than the ICO for late second-row transition metal �TM�
elements.10 However, they did not search for GM. Separate
DFT studies of various X13 metal clusters were done recently,
some suggesting an ICO GM11–13 and others a non-ICO
GM.14–16 Here we report a systematic search for the GM of
13-atom metal clusters for 23 elements shown in Fig. 1, and
we also include earlier results for Li,17 Be,18 and Al.3 We
made no a priori assumption about structure and performed
global optimizations of energy evaluated by DFT. To our
knowledge, analysis of cluster structures of Xn �n�6� ob-
tained by combined first-principles energy calculations and
global optimization has not been done before for more than
four elements X.19 As we will show, comparing a large num-
ber of GM, all obtained by first principles, brings unique
insight into periodic trends and factors that favor some clus-
ter structures.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Many calculations combined global optimization done by
TSDS with an energy evaluated with the GAUSSIAN03

software20 using the local spin density �LSD� approximation
and LANL2DZ effective core potential and basis, followed
by local optimizations with either a LSD or PBE21 treatment
of exchange correlation �XC� which we denote TSDS-LSD
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and TSDS-LSD/PBE, respectively. In other cases we calcu-
lated the energy with the VASP software22 using the plane-
augmented wave method23 and PBE, and optimized with ei-
ther simulated annealing �SA-PBE� or TSDS �TSDS-PBE�.

We also did a few more local optimizations for structures
taken from the literature or from results for other elements.
Different spin states were tried in each case. Vibrational fre-
quencies were calculated to confirm that each structure is a

(b)(a) (c) (d) (f)(e)

(h)(g) (l)(k)(i) (j)

(n)(m) (r)(q)(o) (p)

(t)(s) (x)(w)(u) (v)

(z)(y)

FIG. 1. �Color online� Global minima of 13-atom clusters. �a� Li, �b� Be, �c� Mg, �d� Al, �e� K, �f� Ca, �g� Zn, �h� Rb, �i� Sr, �j� Cd, �k�
In, �l� Y, �m� Zr, �n� Nb, �o� Mo, �p� Tc, �q� Ru, �r� Rh, �s� Pd, �t� Ag, �u� Ta, �v� W, �w� Re, �x� Os, �y� Ir, �z� Pt.
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minimum. We assigned a tag �last column of Tables I and II�
to each GM to indicate how that structure was found. The tag
indicates the method we used �T=TSDS, S=SA, L=LSD,
and P=PBE�, or a literature reference �see, e.g., Rh13�, or
that another element’s GM was used as a trial structure for
local optimization �see, e.g., Mo13�. We also did calculations
with a hybrid �B3LYP� XC functional in a few cases. The
structures shown in Fig. 1 �and GM of Cd13�, which are the
basis for our analysis, were all obtained using the PBE func-

tional in the final local optimization step, except for some of
the simpler metals for which we used LSD: Li, Be, Mg, K,
Ca, and Zn.

Any discussion of cluster structure is complicated by the
fact that there are many cluster isomers, sometimes close in
energy to the GM, that may or may not have the same spin
state. Different XC functionals can give different GM and
energy ordering of cluster isomers.24 In Sec. III we will show
energy differences that are often much too small for us to

TABLE I. Spin magnetic moment �2S�, relative energy with respect to the icosahedron �RE�, number of
nearest neighbors �SNN�, shape ���, and square �R� descriptors of GM of X13 for elements in groups 1, 2, 12,
and 13.

2S
��B�

RE

SNN � RLSD PBE

Li13 5 0.00 42 0.00 0.0 Ref. 17/L

Be13 0 −0.95 −1.02 33 0.35 1.3 Ref. 18/L

Mg13 0 −1.57 −1.41 33 0.49 1.3 TL

Al13 1 −0.45 −0.32 36 −0.05 1.1 Ref. 3/P

K13 0 −0.24 −0.14 35 0.35 0.8 TL

Ca13 0 −0.53 −0.40 38 −0.04 0.0 TL

Zn13 0 −1.03 −0.52 32 0.46 1.5 TL

Rb13 1 −0.39 −0.30 38 −0.01 0.1 TL/P

Sr13 0 0.00 −0.06 38 0.18 0.0 TL/P

Cd13 0 −0.35 0.00 33 0.31 1.4 TL

0 42 0.00 0.0 TL/P

In13 1 −0.24 −0.28 37 −0.05 1.9 TL/P

TABLE II. Spin magnetic moment �2S�, relative energy with respect to the icosahedron �RE, in eV�,
number of nearest neighbors �SNN�, shape ���, and square �R� descriptors of GM of X13 for transition metal
elements.

2S
��B�

RE

SNN � RLSD PBE

Y13 19 0.00 0.00 42 0.00 0.0 TL/P

Zr13 6 0.00 0.00 42 −0.06 0.1 TL/P

Nb13 1 −0.75 −0.57 37 −0.04 1.1 Ta /P

Mo13 0 −0.05 −0.18 33 0.41 1.8 W /P

Tc13 1 −3.9 −1.84 36 −0.31 2.6 TL/P

Ru13 2 −3.6 −2.59 26 0.19 3.2 SP

Rh13 1 −1.75 −0.72 29 0.19 3.4 Ref. 27/P

Pd13 8 −0.12 0.00 42 −0.05 0.1 TL/P

Ag13 1 −1.38 −0.98 38 −0.04 0.1 TL/P

Ta13 1 −0.53 −0.58 38 −0.06 0.8 SP

W13 0 −2.52 −1.60 35 0.40 1.7 TP

Re13 5 −3.80 −3.89 36 −0.33 2.6 SP

Os13 4 −5.48 −6.22 27 0.18 3.2 SP

Ir13 3 −5.91 −6.49 24 0.11 3.3 SP

Pt13 2 −2.85 −3.31 33 −0.18 1.3 SP
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assign the GM with confidence, even theoretically. However,
for the purpose of studying periodic trends, we must choose
a set of representative structures. We chose to simply take the
lowest PBE energy structure for each element. We could in-
stead have chosen to weigh each isomer, for example, using
Boltzmann factors like was done in a study on silver
clusters.25 However, this would complicate the analysis and
discussion enormously because we typically found 3–10 iso-
mers for each of the 26 cases, and it would not bring any
clear benefit for two reasons. First, low-lying cluster isomers
often have features similar to the GM in Fig. 1. Second, with
so many cases there is often error compensation and some
trends are robust. For example, the Pd13 ICO is the GM but it
is favored by less than 0.01 eV, whereas the Sr13 ICO is not
the GM but is only 0.06 eV above the GM. Neglecting one
of the ICO �Sr13� as we did, or counting both ICO �Pd13 and
Sr13� each with a weight of 1 /2, gives essentially the same
conclusion about what fraction of GM are ICO. We will only
briefly mention cluster isomers, spin states, and differences
between XC functionals: we defer a full discussion of isom-
erism and properties other than structure to future papers.
Here we are concerned with trends and general features
found among the lowest energy structures of X13. Consider-
ing the difficulty in global optimizations and the unknown
errors associated with various functionals, there is no guar-
antee that the structures in Fig. 1 correspond to real cluster
geometries. However, they have low energy and constitute a
realistic sample set of possible structures suitable for study-
ing periodic trends. With these caveats in mind, we take the
structures in Fig. 1 as the putative GM. In order to charac-
terize the geometries we use descriptors. They are the num-
ber of NN pairs SNN defined as

SNN =
1

2�
j

cj �1�

where

cj = �
i�j

f�dij/d0�

and

f�x� = �1.3 − x�/0.2 when 1.1 � x � 1.3,

f�x� = 1 when x � 1.1,

f�x� = 0 when 1.3 � x ,

and d0 is the average NN distance in the cluster; the root-
mean-square deviation from the mean of atomic coordina-
tions RMSD�c�,

RMSD�c� = � 1

13�
j=1

13

�cj − SNN/6.5�2�1/2

; �2�

two descriptors that express the asphericity ��� and shape ���
of the cluster and which are calculated from the three mo-
ments of inertia Ia� Ib� Ic,

� =
�Ia − Ib�2 + �Ib − Ic�2 + �Ic − Ia�2

�Ia
2 + Ib

2 + Ic
2�

, �3�

� = �2Ib − Ia − Ic�/Ia; �4�

and 1 /13 the number of bonds that are at 90°, R,

R =
1

13�
j

�
k��

cos��kj� − 90° �100 �5�

where k and � index the neighbors of atom j. Taking the
power 100 is arbitrary; it is just a way to count angles and
produce R values that are intuitively meaningful. The overall
shape of a cluster is indicated by � as prolate ���0� or
oblate ���0�.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Many structures in Fig. 1 have been proposed before as
GM13,11,14,15,17,18,26,27 based on various kinds of DFT calcu-
lations. Our search for Zr and Tc gave GM that had been
suggested in earlier studies where global optimization was
not done.10,28 Our GM resemble those previously reported
for Ca �Ref. 29� and Ag �Ref. 30� but apparently differ in the
positions of a few capping atoms. We report the energy of the
GM relative to the ICO in Tables I and II.

Before getting into a discussion of the GM structures, a
few comments about higher energy isomers are in order. Iso-
mers close in energy to the GM sometimes change their or-
der with XC functional. For example, the GM is an ICO for
Sr13 �LSD, B3LYP�; the GM of Rh13 �B3LYP� is like Re13;
the GM of Pd13 �LSD� is like Ca13 and that isomer is only
0.01 eV above the ICO in PBE; Li13 �LSD� has an isomer at
+0.05 eV with SNN=37 and �=0.37 which is similar to the
GM of K13; and Mo13 �PBE� has a non-ICO isomer within
0.2 eV. We also note that the ICO and GM do not normally
have the same spin �e.g., ICO Ca13 is a septet� and some ICO
are strongly distorted �e.g., ICO Mo13 has SNN=37 and �=
−0.21�. Different spin states are sometimes quite close in
energy. In that respect, Rh13 is remarkable: it has a 2S+1
=1 ground state, a 2S+1=9 state only 0.08 eV higher in
energy, and many other spin states at slightly higher energies,
all of them with essentially the same equilibrium structure as
shown in Fig. 1. Cadmium is special. The cohesive energies,
in eV/at., are 0.18 for the GM in PBE �an ICO which is
0.04 eV below the structure of Fig. 1� and 0.47 for the GM
in LSD. The average NN distances �Å� are 3.74 �ICO, PBE�,
3.50 �non-ICO, PBE�, 3.46 �ICO, LSD�, and 3.30 �non-ICO,
LSD�, while the Cd bulk experimental value is 2.98. Cd13 is
best described as a nonmetallic van der Waals cluster in PBE,
and semimetallic in LSD. We took the ICO Cd13 PBE results
in all our analyses for consistency but we display the LSD
GM in Fig. 1 because it is more metallic and carries addi-
tional information.

Some conclusions are immediate from Fig. 1 and the rela-
tive energies �REs� and SNN in Tables I and II. First, only 5
elements �Li, Y, Zr, Pd, and Cd� out of 26 have the ICO as
their GM, and 2 more �Sr and Mo� have it within 0.1 eV of
the GM according to at least one XC functional. Second, the
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ICO has a high energy in all of the third-row TM elements
�Z=73–78�. Third, SNN is a lot smaller than 42 �smaller than
36� in many non-ICO GM. Clearly, surface energy and pair
interactions are not sufficient to explain our cluster geom-
etries. This is in striking contrast with empirical potential
studies which find essentially the same GM structures, all
based on icosahedral growth, for clusters of K, Ca, Rb, Sr,
Rh, Pd, and also Na, Ni, and Cs,7 over a range of nuclearities
including n=13.

Some aspects of structure cannot be seen from Fig. 1 or
the descriptors in Tables I and II but become apparent in
plots of distribution functions. In Fig. 2 we show pair distri-
bution functions g�r� normalized by dividing actual distances
by the average of nearest-neighbor distances for that cluster.
As expected, the positions of the first peak in those distribu-
tions are all very close to r=1 allowing easy comparisons
between elements. Distribution functions of second-row TM
series clusters, in Fig. 2�a�, show that the first peak tends to
be wider for clusters near the middle of the TM series. Note
that the width of the first peak is larger in Zr13 �a distorted
ICO� than in Y13 �a nearly ideal ICO�. A rationale for this
trend is that d-type bonding is directional. The extent of d
contributions to bonding for atom pairs �i , j� is affected by
the angular distribution of neighbors j �and k� around atom i,
and there should be important variations in d bonding be-
tween �i , j� pairs if angles � jik differ from 90° �the angle
between lobes of d-type functions�. This, in turn, gives sig-

nificant variations in equilibrium interatomic distances for
elements near the middle of the TM series that do not have
cubic structures. Thus, Ru13 and Rh13 have relatively narrow
first peaks despite important d bonding because of cubic ar-
rangement, but Nb13, Mo13, and Tc13 have wide first peaks.
Figure 2�b� shows the pair distribution for K, Ca, and Ag. It
confirms that, in the absence of d bonding, the first peak is
narrow. Pair distributions for the other clusters, not shown
here, also follow the trend.

One can also look at distributions of bond angles h���.
For this, we consider only triplets of atoms jik for which
�i , j� and �i ,k� are neighbors �dij �d0 and dik�d0�. We show
h��� in Fig. 3 for the series Y13 to Pd13. Here, as in Fig. 2,
one can see that distortions of the ICO increase in the order
Y, Pd, and Zr. Among the remaining clusters, Nb13 and Mo13
have much broader distributions than Tc13, Ru13, and Rh13,
consistent with the more amorphous character of their struc-
ture.

It is apparent in Fig. 1 that some GM structures are very
similar. Recall that the GM of Cd13 is an ICO, it is not the
structure in Fig. 1. Arranging GMs into subsets of similar
geometries would make it easier to identify trends. However,
visual inspection can be misleading and give unreliable clas-
sifications. Therefore, we quantified similarities between
pairs �a ,b� of GM structures with a similarity index �SI�
Sim�a ,b� calculated on the basis of the distributions of dis-
tance g�r� and angles h���. We define two kinds of SIs:

Sim�a,b;r� =
� ga�r�gb�r�dr

��� ga�r�2dr�	� gb�r�2dr
�1/2
, �6�

Sim�a,b;�� =
� ha���hb���d�

��� ha���2d�
	� hb���2
d��1/2
. �7�
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FIG. 2. �a� Normalized pair distribution of second-row transition
metal clusters M13, for M =Y �bottom� to M =Pd �top�; �b� normal-
ized pair distribution for K13 �bottom�, Ca13, and Ag13 �top�.
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We then used a data clustering algorithm31 to analyze simi-
larity for each definition of SI, and looked for common fea-
tures in the resulting classifications. Based on this, we pro-
pose to arrange the GMs into the 11 categories shown in
Table III. Note that GM belonging to a same category are not
identical and sometimes do not even look similar in Fig. 1,
for example, K and Mg, or Ca and Sr. So, if we looked into
finer details, we could come up with more than 11 categories.
However, we think the classification of Table III represents
the best compromise. It reveals similarities �for example, be-
tween Ca, Rb, Sr, and Ag� that are hidden when structures
are represented with ball-and-stick models as in Fig. 1. It
also shows that, on the important criteria of interatomic dis-
tances and bond angles, the difference between Zr13 and
other ICO is bigger than, for example, the difference be-
tween Sr13 and Ag13. The diversity in GM structures is quite
remarkable and cannot be accounted for by any simple
model or structural principle. For instance, varying the range
of the Morse potential in a pairwise additive model produces
only two possible GM, the ICO and decahedron �Al13 in Fig.
1�:32 19 of our GM are outside these categories. Notwith-
standing the diversity and complexity in GM stuctures, there
are some periodic trends: most categories in Table III are
made of elements that are isovalent or neighbors in the Pe-
riodic Table. Further more, we will show that some of these
trends can be explained with simple ideas.

The EJM predictions agree with results for only 6 out of
11 elements in Table I �Be, Mg, Al, K, Zn, and In�. Obvi-
ously, clusters cannot simultaneously maximize SNN and
adopt the EJM shape, and that accounts for the non-EJM
shape for Li, Cd, and maybe Sr, but it still leaves Rb and Ca
looking anomalous. The EJM is not applicable, or does not
work, for elements in Table II.

The descriptor RMSD�c� is minimized when all atoms in
a cluster have equal coordinations, that is, ring- or cagelike
structures. It is large ��1.5� in compact structures like the
ICO where interior atoms have a much higher coordination
than other atoms. We suggested that larger hardness in atoms
correlates with a higher propensity for cagelike cluster struc-
tures �smaller RMSD�c��,18 with hardness defined as half the
difference between the energies of the atomic anion and cat-
ion, �IE−EA� /2. The argument for this is that increasing
RMSD�c� is normally accompanied by increasing partial
atomic charges, and there is an energy cost for �hypotheti-
cally� charging atoms in a cluster that is proportional to
hardness.33 Beryllium and gold have large hardness com-
pared to other metals and they apparently adopt cage struc-
tures in some of their clusters.5,18 Main group elements have
larger hardness and their clusters have smaller RMSD�c�
still. In Table IV we give the calculated RMSD�c� of the
proposed GM structures along with the hardness of the at-
oms, �IE−EA� /2, where we used the NIST database34 ex-
perimental values of ionization energies �IEs� and electron
affinities �EAs� of the atoms. In cases where the atomic an-
ion is unstable, we used zero as the value for EA. As stated
earlier, Cd13 is different from the rest in that its low cohesive
energy and large interatomic distances indicate nonmetallic
bonding. Hence, we treat Cd as a special case in the follow-
ing analysis. Overall, we find a weak correlation between
RMSD�c� and hardness. However, if we partition the 26 el-
ements into two subsets, the sp metals without Cd �Li, Be,
Mg, Al, K, Ca, Zn, Rb, Sr, Ag, and In�, and all the others, we
get correlation coefficients of −0.65 and +0.03, respectively.
Excluding Cd from the second group changes its correlation
coefficient from +0.03 to −0.11. So RMSD�c�, and to some
extent �, helps us rationalize structures of sp metal clusters,
but not TM clusters.

It has been noted that squares and cubes, or generally, 90°
bond angles �our descriptor R� are present in many TM

TABLE III. Classification of the GM into similarity subsets.
Slashes separate less similar elements within a subset.

Li, Y, and Cd /Pd ICO / Pd is distorted �D3d�
Be Prolate cage

Mg, K, and Zn Open prolate structure

Al and In Decahedron

Ca, Rb, Sr, and Ag Fused pentagonal bipyramids

Zr Asymmetric, strongly distorted ICO

Nb and Ta Hexagonal ICO analog minus 2 atoms

Mo and W Prolate multiply capped trigonal prism

Tc and Re Biplanar fcc fragment

Rh, Ir /Ru, and Os Cubic and/or prismatic structure

Pt Oblate multiply capped trigonal prism

TABLE IV. RMSD�c� descriptor of GM and hardness, in eV, of the corresponding atom.

GM Li Be Mg Al K Ca Zn Rb Sr

RMSD�c� 1.60 0.71 1.23 1.93 1.22 1.70 1.15 1.71 1.61

Hardness 2.39 4.66 3.82 2.78 1.92 3.04 4.70 1.85 2.82

GM Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd

RMSD�c� 1.60 1.60 1.81 1.32 1.45 0.93 0.93 1.60

Hardness 2.95 3.10 2.93 3.17 3.19 3.16 3.16 3.89

GM Ag Cd In Ta W Re Os Ir Pt

RMSD�c� 1.70 1.60 1.88 1.96 1.31 1.45 0.94 0.80 1.54

Hardness 3.14 4.50 2.69 3.78 3.58 3.49 3.68 3.77 3.42
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clusters.15,35,36 We find that R is smallest for elements that
bind only through s-type orbitals, and is largest for d-rich
TM elements �dn, 5�n�8�. The periodic variation of R
among TM �Table II� is striking. A rationale for this is that
various combinations of p-type and d-type orbitals are mu-
tually perpendicular, and the lobes of d-type orbitals them-
selves are at 90° of each other. So p-type and d-type bonding
interactions should favor the formation of 90° bond angles to
maximize orbital overlap. On the other hand, if s-type inter-
actions dominate, bonding is nondirectional and surface area
minimization and other effects normally lead to structures
with small R like the ICO. Among transition metals, the pro-
pensity for large R values is expected to depend, to a first
approximation, on minmd ,10−md�, where md is the number
of d-type electrons in the atom’s effective electronic configu-
ration appropriate for a cluster �or solid�, typically a dn−1s1

configuration. Furthermore, according to the well-known
Slater’s rules, the effective screened nuclear charge increases
from left to right in a period. Therefore, bonding should take
on a more localized character on the right of the TM series.
The combination of these two things gives a rationale for
why the R values do not peak in the middle of the TM series,
but slightly to its right. That is where minmd ,10−md� is
large enough and d−d interactions are relatively more local-
ized. This is a somewhat oversimplified view of course: a
detailed rationale of bond angles, insofar as that is possible,
would require analysis of orbitals including the role of sd
hybridization on a case-by-case basis.24 The largest contribu-
tions to R can be traced back to a few structural motifs:
tricapped trigonal prisms in Mg, Zn, Mo, W, and Pt; decahe-
dron �Al and In�; octahedra in the fcc fragments �Tc and Re�;
and of course cubes and prisms �Ru, Rh, Os, and Ir�.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We obtained low energy structures for 26 X13 metal clus-
ters by DFT and global optimization. We found only a few
icosahedra, and much diversity, among structures. There are
periodic trends in the calculated GM cluster structures, in the
sense that elements belonging to the same similarity category
�Table III� are often isovalent or in adjacent columns of the
Periodic Table. However, these periodic trends are not simple
or strictly obeyed. For example, the first category in Table III
�icosahedra� has elements from all over the Periodic Table:
this is probably because the driving force that favors ICO
formation �surface energy minimization� applies to all ele-
ments whereas other aspects of bonding �such as d−d bond-
ing� apply only to some of the elements. We see two corre-
lations between cluster structure and atomic properties: �i� in
simple metals RMSD�c� correlates with hardness, and �ii� the
presence of 90° bond angles correlates with unfilled valence
p- or d-type orbitals. A posteriori GM structures seem to be
the result of a different balance, for each element, between
competing structural principles: maximize SNN, maximize R,
minimize RMSD�c�, and achieve an optimal shape ��� for a
given electron count.
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